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d? ? 0in nature... 

 

15.  Yu.L. Klimontovich. About Synergetics without formulas. (Vyssh. 
shk., Minsk, 1986). (in Russian) 
Контекст: ...multi-product production determine antechnological 

and operational-functional featuresintegrated 
approach based on the synergisticallow reducing the 
number of parameters,concept [13, 14] and 
characterized by [15, 16]:simplifying the structuring 
of the objects andprocesses under consideration... 
...Disequilibriuminformation with the external 
environment,averaging of the probability distribution 
and theis a state in which the influx of 
informationintroduction of isolated areas - “reservoirs” 
- arecauses the system to be ordered [15, 16].used 
[13, 77].An integrated synergistic approach showsThe 
averaging of the probability productionthat in order to 
meet the requirements fordistribution over sufficiently 
small intervals andtechnological... 

 

  

16.  P.A. Vitiaz., M.L. Kheifetz., S.V. Koukhta. Laser-Plasma 
Techniques in Computer-Controlled Manufacturing. 
(Belorusskayanauka, Minsk, 2011). (in Russian) 
Контекст: ...multi-product production determine antechnological 

and operational-functional featuresintegrated 
approach based on the synergisticallow reducing the 
number of parameters,concept [13, 14] and 
characterized by [15, 16]:simplifying the structuring 
of the objects andprocesses under consideration... 
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...Synergistic approach to the[4-6, 16]:design of 
technological systems andproduction preparation1... 
...I (R 0N ),when customer requests change;then 
since I= log 2 R a following holds I=3.The 
cooperativeness of processes, whichK ln R, where K= 
log 2 e (for binary codingis manifested in the 
interrelation andsystem) [16].mutual coordination of 
counter materialInformation per character reads 
i=and information flows between functional? n-Kj=1 p 
j ln p j , where p j is the relativemodules, as well as 
design, technologicalfrequency... 
...Disequilibriuminformation with the external 
environment,averaging of the probability distribution 
and theis a state in which the influx of 
informationintroduction of isolated areas - “reservoirs” 
- arecauses the system to be ordered [15, 16].used 
[13, 77].An integrated synergistic approach showsThe 
averaging of the probability productionthat in order to 
meet the requirements fordistribution over sufficiently 
small intervals andtechnological... 
...interval ?V p j or in a small volumestructure in a 
rational manner and manage both?V p: p j or p > p i 
or p [4-6].information and material flows depending 
on?1external conditions, i.e. self-organization [4-6, 
16].p i =p j ?V ;(3)?VAs a result, the design of 
technologicalj=1complexes and production 
preparation is?advisable to build in such a way that 
when1p =pdV.(4)analyzing information, the structure 
is self-?V?Vorganized in changing production 
conditionsAs a result, "coarse-grained" entropy... 
...According to the secondtechnological equipment [6, 
16]... 
...At the same time,of building a model, it is advisable 
to follow thethe introduction of new technologies 
requiressteps [4-6, 16]:consideration not only of all 
stages of the productНелинейные явления в 
сложных системах Т. 22, № 3, 2019 Unification of 
Design Decisions on the Basis of Average Distribution 
of Probabilities and Introductionof... 
...These estimates are based on an[4-6, 16].analysis 
of the linear relation (9) of the outputs ofAutomation 
of end-to-end design andthe q(i) subsystem... 



...When choosing theas determining the optimal 
number of positionsnumber of restrictive lists and the 
numberin restrictive lists with the unification of 
objectsof positions in them, it is advisable toand 
production processes [3,5,16].consider the 
relationship of conflicting reliabilityAccording to an 
integrated synergisticand adaptability requirements 
for technologicalapproach, it is first advisable to 
identify thecomplexes and technological... 
...technologicalare distinguished, and then they are 
limitedpreparation of production is the unification 
andto a certain number in the further 
applicationregulation of facilities and processes, which 
result[5,6, 16]... 

 

17.  V. Ebeling. The Formation of Structures in Irreversible Processes. 
(Mir, Moscow, 1979). [Russian translation] 
Контекст: ...A similardepartments of the enterprise in the 

courseformula describes the entropy H [13, 17]:of 
work;?4.Disequilibrium in the system is estimatedH = 
-Kp j ln p j for discrete values,(1)j=1by the entropy, 
which describes the amountof information per one 
message element.? +?Any spontaneous process... 
...[4-subsystems from one stationary state 
to6].another, as well as the stability andThe 
dissipation function ? is connected withconsistency of 
these processes in time.the production of entropy ? in 
time?by addiction[17-19]:In the process of forming 
the organizational? = T ? = T dH/d?,(7)structure of 
preproduction, the design ofcomplexes, it is necessary 
to take intowhere T = 2E k /3k B is the absolute 
temperatureaccount technical measures for the 
selectionfor material flows with the energy... 
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Контекст: ...[4-subsystems from one stationary state 

to6].another, as well as the stability andThe 
dissipation function ? is connected withconsistency of 
these processes in time.the production of entropy ? in 
time?by addiction[17-19]:In the process of forming 
the organizational? = T ? = T dH/d?,(7)structure of 
preproduction, the design ofcomplexes, it is necessary 
to take intowhere T = 2E k /3k B is the absolute 
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temperatureaccount technical measures for the 
selectionfor material flows with the energy... 
...Elements of Products Described by Structured 
Multiple Modules225life cycle(from design, through 
production, tocan be considered using the limit central 
theoremoperation), but also all stages of making 
design,[18]... 
...nomenclature of structural andcan be controlled by 
changing the numbertechnological elements of parts, 
devices, tools,of subsystems, their elements and 
parametersequipment for their production and 
control, as[13,18]... 
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Контекст: ...[4-subsystems from one stationary state 

to6].another, as well as the stability andThe 
dissipation function ? is connected withconsistency of 
these processes in time.the production of entropy ? in 
time?by addiction[17-19]:In the process of forming 
the organizational? = T ? = T dH/d?,(7)structure of 
preproduction, the design ofcomplexes, it is necessary 
to take intowhere T = 2E k /3k B is the absolute 
temperatureaccount technical measures for the 
selectionfor material flows with the energy... 
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Leshchenko. (Mashinostroyeniye, Moscow, 1984). (in Russian) 
Контекст: ...The mainwhen typing technological processes and 

creatingbearing surfaces are the surfaces by which 
the partgroup and modular technologies [1, 10, 20]... 
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Eds. A.M. Rusetskiy, P.A. Vityaz', M.L. Kheyfets ıet al. (Belarus. 
navuka, Minsk, 2012). (in Russian) 
Контекст: ...structureminimize duplication in the creation of 

newof the PD: the composition of the 
elements,designs and effectively develop technologies 
forits structure, dimensional, accuracy, strength,their 
manufacture [21, 22].hardness and other 
relationships between theTo solve these problems, it 
is necessary, first,elements of PD, affecting the 
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formation of outputto obtain information on the 
characteristics ofindicators of PD.product designs 
(PD)... 

 

22.  Design and equipment of technological complexes. Eds. A.M. 
Rusetskiy, P.A. Vityaz', M.L. Kheyfets et al. (Belarus. navuka, 
Minsk, 2014). (in Russian) 
Контекст: ...structureminimize duplication in the creation of 

newof the PD: the composition of the 
elements,designs and effectively develop technologies 
forits structure, dimensional, accuracy, strength,their 
manufacture [21, 22].hardness and other 
relationships between theTo solve these problems, it 
is necessary, first,elements of PD, affecting the 
formation of outputto obtain information on the 
characteristics ofindicators of PD.product designs 
(PD)... 

 

  

23.  B.M. Bazrov. The modular principle of building up machine 
equipment. Vestnik mashinostroyeniya. 11, 51-53 (2011). (in 
Russian)     
Контекст: ...As a result, we obtain a graph, an 

exampledescription of the PD is proposed using a set 
ofof which is shown in Fig. 1.modules [1, 23].Consider 
the description of PD as an objectAs PD modules are 
take the module ofof operation... 
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